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Our pumps are carefully tested and certi�ed to ensure both safety and 
operating performance. Failure to follow the instructions and warnings in this 
manual may result in pump damage and/or serious injury. Be sure to read, 
thoroughly understand, and save this manual for future reference.

This product is an electrical submersible pump with a water-resistant lamp. 
When used with the supplied 12V AC-transformer, this product may be used 
safely in the manner described in this manual. Take care to ensure that the 
lamp always remains submerged when in use at the risk of product damage or 
personal injury.



INSTRUCTIONS
1. Only the pump and lamp and the electrical cord directly connecting the  
    two are to come in contact with water. Under no circumstances should the  
    plug-in transformer or other parts come into contact with water.
2. Do not plug-in or otherwise use this product if any part of it appears to be  
     damaged or operates abnormally. Have the product examined and     
     repaired, if necessary, by a quali�ed electrician.
3. Make a “drip loop” on the electrical cord connecting the pump to the
    transformer plug by letting a portion of the cord hang lower than either the  
    pump or the transformer.
4. Do not let the pump run when not submerged in water. Doing so may  
     damage the pump. Always submerge the pump �rst, and then plug in the  
     transformer. At the beginning, it probably can’t pump water, because there  
     is air in the pump and the tube. Don’t worry about it. Please pull out and  
     insert transformer several times, it will work very well at once.
5. Take care to ensure excess power cords are stowed so as to avoid tripping.
6. Operate the unit only under constant adult supervision and monitoring.  
    Keep the unit unplugged when not under direct observation.
7. Use this product indoors only.

MAINTENANCE
1. Use this pump with distilled water only. Mineral build up from tap water, or  
     water from other sources, can ruin the pump.
2. No maintenance is necessary when this product is used in the manner  
     described in this manual.
3. If debris is caught in the intake vents of the pump, disconnect the pump  
    from any power sources and rinse the pump under clean running water.


